ACCESSIBILITY

Disability Resource Center
If you have a disability or health condition, or suspect you have one, and would like to have a confidential discussion about accommodations, please contact the Disability Resource Center (DRC) at 612-626-1333 or drc@umn.edu as soon as possible.

ICON KEY

Face Mask Required
This event takes place indoors or in enclosed spaces and requires a face mask to be properly worn.

Large Group
This event may include large groups of 100 or more people.

Extra Large Group
This event may include extra large groups of 1,000 or more people.

Loud Noises
This event may include auditory stimulation such as extra loud sounds, music, and cheers.

Bright & Flashing Lights
This event may include visual stimulation such as bright lights, colors, or flashing/strobe lights.

Distance
Getting to or participating in this event may require traveling longer physical distances (0.5+ miles).

FULL SCHEDULE

This Sensory Guide does not include all events for Welcome Week 2021. Find the full schedule in the Gopher Transitions App.